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are already well-pleasing to God and have suffered for the Name,
But to thee there lacketh much before thou canst sit with them,
Yet remain as heretofore in thy simplicity, and thou shalt surely
sit with them, and thus shall it be for all who shall have accom-
plished the work which those wrought, and endured what they
suffered/ "
The erotic misunderstanding of the situation was indeed
very possible for Hermas. The rendez-vous has at once
the feeling of a trysting-place in " a beautiful and
sequestered spot" (as he puts it). The rich couch waiting
there is a fatal reminder of Eros, and makes the fear
which overcomes Hermas at this spectacle seem very
intelligible. Clearly he must vigorously combat the erotic
association, lest he fall into a profane mood. He certainly
does not appear to have recognized the temptation, unless
perhaps this recognition is taken as self-evident in the
description of his dread, an honesty which was far more
possible to a man of that time than to a man of to-day.
For in that age man was more nearly in touch with his
whole nature than are we—hence he was all the more
likely to have a direct perception of his natural reactions
and to appreciate them correctly. In this case his con-
fession of sin may have aroused forthwith the perception
of a profane feeling, In any case the question arising at
this juncture, as to whether he shall sit on the right hand
or the left, leads to a moral reprimand at the hands of his
mistress*
In spite of the fact that signs coming from the left
were regarded as favourable in the Roman auguries, the
left side, both with the Greeks and the Romans was on
the whole inauspicious; allusion to this is found in the
double meaning of the word ' sinister'. But the question
here raised of right and left, as an immediately ensuing
passage shows, has nothing to do with popular super-
stitions; it is clearly of Biblical origin, referring to
Math., xxv, 33: "He shall set the sheep on His right

